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IM
GylbELINES FOR

INDEPE DENT STUDY
In beginning independent study, you must remember there is a greater personal responsibil-

ity for achievement than in a course taken in residence. Much that ordinarily is recited in the ,

c1assrp2mAust 4 written out in independent study. Therefore, as you prepare each assignment,

you must exbrcise your best judgment.

The normal time allowed for the completion of the

enrollment. If you are unable to complete the course

months' extension will be granted upon payment of a $5

All extensiona are effective on the expiration date.

course is twelve months from the date of

within the twelve-month period, a six

fee prior 6 the normal expiration date.

To help you successfully complete this course, the Extramural Independent Study Center

suggests the follOwing:

1. Work with regularity. You are urged to accom-
plish a regular amount of work each week. How-

ever, you are requested to send in your second

lesson after the first one has been returned. If
you wait too long between assignments, you may

lose the continuity of your work. You MAY NOT,

however, send in more than five assignments in a
seven-day perio'd unless you have special permis-
sion from your.instructor.

During vacation periods many, instructors are

away from the campus and your assignments may

have to be forwardea. If you need to complete"

this course by a certain titne, you should start
work early enough that a slight delay during va-
cations will'not adversely affect ycur schedule.

2. Observe proper manuscript form. All assign-

ments must be submitted pn the special paper

designed for independent study. (See the Sample

Lesson at the back of this syllabus.) A pad is

included with your syllabus, and you may order
additional pads from the Center for $1.25 each.

(a) Always write your name, address, the course

name and number, the number of the assignment

and the page number at the top of each page.

Either type your answers double-spaced or write

them neatly in black or blue-black ink, using

only one side of the paper. In submitting an

assignment, fold all the pages of the assignment
together with the heading on the outside. (For

illustration see theoSample Lesson.) (b) Mail

each completed assignment separately to the Cen-

ter, making sure that you mail the assignments

in numerical order and that the envelope bears

the correct postage. (It is. a good idea to keep

a copy of your work.) Be sure to notify the Cen-

ter of any change of name or address. Following

the suggested format will speed the return of

your lessons.

3. Use these study 'suggestions. (a) Study the

entire reading assignment before working with

the questions. (b) Answer mentally as many of

the assigned questions as you can. Consult your

texts and other media for additional information.

Make notes. (c) Study all of your notes, organ-
ize them, and begin to write. (d) Although you

are free to use your texts, you should avoid

parroting the writer's words, and when a direct

quotation is necessary, identify the author,

title, and appropriate page numbers. Plagiarism

will result in your being dropped from the

course. (e) To help in review, some students

find it best to write down questions before

answering them. (f) Review frequently. Exams

.and formal papers are required periodically
unless,your instructor exempts you from such pro-

gress checks. (g) If you need informationbout

any assignment, write to your instructor ibri a

separate sheet of paperand enclose it in n.

assignment. Your instructor is always willing to\N

help you 'explore ideas initiated by the course

and to carty on 5 dialogue with you.

4. Note the rules governing examination accredi-

tation. Your final.examination is very important.

The application should be mailed in at least a

week before the examination date. .

College level examinations, when taken-inKansas,

must be given by the Extramural Independent

Study Center at the University of Kansas, by

officials of one of the ether state colleges, or

by superviiors at one of ehe Correspondence Ekam-

ination Centers in the state. (For a list of

Examination Centers see. the Schedule of Exami-

nations sent with your course material.)

If you wish your credits to apply toward a

degree at an accredited Kansas college or univer-

sity, other than a state institution, you may
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make arrangements with the dean of that college

to have your examlnation supervised there. Out
ofstate enrollees .must arrange with officials

of an accredited college to have their examina
tions proctored.

If there is no accredited college in your vidin
ity, yOy may arrange for supervision with the

local superintendent of schools or a secondary

school principal.

High School course examinations, given in any

state, should be administered by your principal
or sup-aYintendent of schools. You must make your

own arrangements for supervision.

5. Give us tour ideas and opinions. It is our

wish that you derive as much benefit as-possible

from this course, and we want to know to what

extent it has met your needs. Because all

courses are in a continuous state of revision,

you will assist us greatly by filling out the

evaluation form which will be sent with your

grade. There is room for special comments or

suggestions, and all of the information will be
considered,in revising or adapting the syll.abos

material. If during the course of instruction

you wish to make comments or inquiries that you

feel will not benefit your instructor, you may

send them to the Extramural Independent Study

Center. Regardless of prior comments, PLEASE FILL

OUT AND RETURN the form sent with your grade.

The Student Servicea staff is available to help

with any problems of an administrative or

instrurtional nature requiring special attention.

6. Not- the refunde and extra charges. You may

obtain a partial refund of fees only if you

apply for it withia three months of the date of

your registration. If no More.than five assign

ments have been.completed, the course fee minus

$5 for registration and $2 for each corrected

lesson will be returned to you. Course raterial

fees or postage may not be refunded.

7. Within a six-weeks' free drop period, Alt
refund will be made for textbooks returmed to

the Kansas Unicn Book Store or to the University

Book S.,!.ore in Manhattan. The texts must' be new,

unmarked, and have the price stickers on the

books. Damaged books, including mail damage,

must be sold as used books. Shipping charges are

never refundable.

8. Remember textbook resale. Upon completion of

a course, the K.U. and Manhattan bookstores will

buy bsck books if they are currently used for

independent "study. The price is onehalf the

current new price.
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PREFACE

One'of the best aspects of living in America in the middle d'f the

twentieth century is the freedom which we enjoy. For most of us,.the laws

concerning incoMe tax, Selective Service, Social Security--and such--are toler-

able because in most matters we have freedom of choice. Indeed, our daily ,

routine is governed by countlesS examplesof choices we have made, usually so

long ago that we don't remember,making them. For us, etting up, getting

dressed, eating breakfast, brushing our teeth, and driving to School or work

are natural, almost automatic actions.

How we start the day is routine, but each'of us approaches it a little .

differently. Consider the manner by which we are awakened. Maybe that clever

television commercial persuaded us it would be best to awaken to'a snooze-

alarm made by the Big Buzz Company. As we are getting dressed, we may,put on

the same sort of outfit everyone is wearing these days. For breakfast we may

eat that cereal.which contains more than 100% of the adult-minimum-daily

requirement. The toothpaste we use may have been selected because'it, was

recommended by the Americans for Cavity Control. The car we drive may be the

make we've always driven or the model that has a sporty look or it may be the

make and model given a high ratinOy one of the many testing services., What

we do is governed by our preferences, which are governed by our experiences.

The source of the experiences was our everyday life'and,both the subtle and

overt influences around us.

In today's news-sitiated society the public is bombarded daily with

messages. One of the tasks faced by every intelligent citizen is what to

believe and what to disbelieve. If we are to survive in a typical day--which

some researchers contend is filled with thousands of appeals to action--we are

forced to makedecisions. Adveitising is one of these overt molding-forces in

our lives.. Even if the commercial or advertisement employs the soft-sell

.approach, we know there's a motivebehind the message; The sponsor wants us

to buy' his car,"smoke. his cigarett'e, drink.his beer, and use his laundry soap.

He may have an altruistic message urging-us to prevent forest fires, stop

smoking, or go to church--but he is nonetheless encouraging us to do his

bidding.

-Our actions are also influented, one way or the'other, by the sage adv4ce

our elders are all too free to dispense: "a penny saVed.is a penny earned,"."

"a watched kettle never boils," "too many cooks 'spoil the broth," and thekold.

standby "why, when I was your age . ."
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When a.Politician Shouts, "I like Ike".or aPresident says, "Ask not what

..,057our country can do for you; ask what you can do for your country'or a

spokesman for a minority grout) says, "I halie'a. dream . . .," we respond:

There are countless methods used to sway us. The One method which has

had the most,social significance as our country has developed during this

century has been literature. In this module we will consider four outstanding

novels which have been instrumental in shaping social cOnsciousness in this

century.

To help me evaluate your understanding.of the novels, I have included several

pertinent 'questions.fOr you to anSwer after finishing each.assignment. For. the.

first five lessons, while we are gettingacquainted, all' students will be given the

same questions to answer. For the final four lessons, however, I will tell eadh of

you personally the questions' you 'are, tp answer. When doing this,. I will consider

both your interests and yourabilities. For those students progressing well, T will

choose questions which should challenge them into making morencritical judgments and

evaluations. For students having difficulty; I will choose questions which lend theml

selves to a less esoteric but nonetheless a significant analysis and understanding ofi.

the. stories.

This leads us to a joint responsibility,othat of evaluating your progress.
Since we will not be in a classroom talking to e'ach other, stating one idea

and either building on it or abandoning it, we must communicate in writing.

If I do not express myself clearly, we are off to a shaky start. My directions

must be both explicit and understandable if I am to expect you to follow them.
Similarly, your written response to these directions must,communicate to me ,

exactly what you mean. I can!t stop you with a quizzical expression on my face

and you can't backtrack to clarify your explanation'with'an "T mean . . ." or

a "You know . . ." When I return your papers, I hope that the comments I have

made on them will be readily understandable and will h,ilp you in Ihe writing

of future papers. It seems logical, therefore, that you understand my eval-

uation of one lesson and profit from it before you begin ihe next lesson.

There is nothing wrong with_immediately reading(as many of the selections as

you become interested in, but be sure to answer new questions'only after all
preceding answers have been evaluated and returned to you. If it is necessary'

for you to revise an unsatisfactory answer, make this revision and let me

evaluate it before you submit subsequent written work.

The°ManuscriOt requirements for this course-probably are similar to those

with which you 'are already familiar. (a) Always write your name, address,

the course name and number, the number of the assignment, and the page number

at the top.of each page of the paper. You should type your answers or write

them neatly and legibly in, black or blue-black ink, using only one side of .

the paper; double-spacing, and leaving a two-inch margin on'the left-hand Side

of the Paper for the.instructor'scorrections. (b) n You should purchase.the

special' paper designed for independent 'study by the Extramural Independent

Study Center and you should use.it for.all your'work in this course.



Texts:

'Upton Sinclair.

. John teinbeck.

John Steiibeck.

Tkle Jungle. Signet Classic, 6O.°

The Grapes of Wrath. Bantam Books, 95.

Of Mice and Men. Bantam Classic, 60cs.
6

Harold Clurma ed. Famous American Tlays of the 1930s. Laurel Drama

Series (Dell),
(-

Harper Lee. To Kill o Mockingbird. Pbpular Library,,60c.

These texts may be purchased from the Kinsas -Union Book Store, University

efhansas, Lawrence, Kansas 66044, or the University Iiiook Store, 623 N.

Manhattan Ave., Manhattan, Kansas 66502. They will be sent C.b.D.'
<1,

, Here are a few guidelines for you to follOW.wheb.answering questions:

(a) Always wTite the question and follow it with yOUi'answer. (b) Feel free

to consult your book and notes when_answering assignment ciuestions, but beware

of copying verbatim from your boOks except when a direct quotdtion is called

for as part of the answer. Insuch instances, quotations. must be identified

by author, title, and appropriate pagenumbers. (Evidence that a student is

representing someone else's work as his-own may result-Jr' his being dropped

from'tfie correspondence rolls.) (c) Fdr some of the questions there will be

no "right" or "wrone answer: these questions aredesigned to, make you

organize your answers carefully, supporting persbnal interpretations and

opinionslwith reasons, concrete details, and specific examples. Perhaps the

most important factor determining the quality cif vritten work is proofreading.

You are, of course, expected to express your ideas-in.grammdtically-correct

sentences. Typographical errors, misspellings:and inadvertent mistakes can

be virtually eliminated if you follow a basic, simple procedure: once you

feel your paper is ready to mail, put.it aside for at least one:day; then

re-examine it conscientiously. You will be amazgd-by the weakness.és and errors

which you had overlooked!

In writing this module, I have tried to make my vocabulary choice both .

pertinent and understandable. High school seniors should know the meaning of

almost every word in the..module.: If yeti encounter a word mew to you, it wOuld

be beneficial for you to.take a Mihute to look up the word dnd learn its

meaning. If it is a wordothat comes naturally into conversation, ,speak

If it seems more aPpropriate for written use, employ it.in themes or letters.

Even if you.feel:the word is not appropriate for your-oral or written uSage,

at least be sure you know'it well enough to.reccignize and understahd it the

next time you see, it.

If-you would like. an "after-class" conference for assistance Or additional!

informatiOn, Write me a note on a'seParate piece of papet and enclose it with

3
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the regular assignment. Naiurally, you will not:expect answers to problems:,
which you yourself can solve with a little additional thought or'effbrt. Any

question on texts, reference bOoks, academic credit, further enrollment, exam--
inations, and similar topics should be.ient.to the Director of the Extramural
Independent Study Center, The .Uniyerdity of Kansas, Extension'BUilding,
Lawrence, Kansas 66044.

,

Since this module is valued at one-foUrth unit of credit,. I wciuld su gest',

that yu plan to complete one lesson a week. In,that way, you will be yorking
at approximately the same rate as 'students regularly enrolled in school. The

evaltrating and returning of,Papers may take slightly longer during the sUmmer
than during the academic year', so tart early if you musthave the module
'completed during the summer...

1,

Now that-we've gone Oyer the necessary introductory material, it's time
get started on Assignment I.

I 9
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ASSIGNMENT I

For our purposes of examining novels with a social message, the novella

A of the thirteenth century 'will Ue the starting point. Although really little

more than a group of short stories with a simple tying-together structure,

the novena was popular because it contained "news" of a sensational nature.

(The word novel, of coursf,Apleant news it its. original usage.) Any influence (

the novella Ilcd was related to the' reader's approval of or deprecation of

sensationalism.

1578,- John Lyly wrote the, pastoral (rustic, georgi ) c?manc6

.or The *Anatomy of Wit, a long tale whiCh allowed Lyly.to express his oWn ideas
1

Df "HOW \ to be Clever" (the subtitle of 016 book) through- the characters.-
. ..

Within'two years, Lyly, brO4ht but a sequel, Eupheus and His Englan4, which

praised.England but was still .highly romantic iff for.m. Lyly's novels became:

so popular that speaking euphemistically .(using a word like deprived for ,Ole

more CoMmon word 22or) became a vogue in:Conversation.

I

.
In 15,90, Sir Philip' Sidney, prodded by his sister and her lady friends,

retired to'the country and spent a few weeks writylg Arcadia. Forsaking Lyly's'

stat* °plot', Sidney filled his- book with violent action followed by a happy

ending which he reached rather coincidentally and arbitrarily:

About this same time there apwared the picaresque novel, based on the .

adventures of a dhivalrous hero (Spanish-picaro) wandering in search of

adventure. Cervante's moralisti Don Ru-ixote (1605) is the most widely known

picaresque novel. Don Quixote's attempts to perform good deeds 'and evoke

sound moral action were praiseworthily drawn lien if he wis unsuccessful. Old

novels are constantly being revarilped fkor today's culture: the musical Plan

from La Mancha comes from Don Qixote..
/

The novels" I have mentioned thus far and those I will mention next all

have in common a' didactic messaaw the reader would see the results of

different types of behavior and be' influenced. One important factor is obvi-

ously the reader. ?overty-stricken, illiterate pg2ple could neither afford

nor read novels, so writers ignored them. With Trce Pilgrim's Progtess from

this World' to That Which Is to Come .Delivered under the SimIlitude of a .Dream

'Wherein' Is Discovered the Manner of his Setting.Out, his Dangerous ourne

and safe Arrival at the Desired Country (1678), however,-.the world of di actic

JO.

r



literature was opened to the poor. John,Bunyan's book, crudely printed on

cheap paper and employing constant use of dialogue, appealed to both the

pocketbook and the limited intelligence of the poor. Pilgrim's Progress

enjoyed excellent circulation, but the many readers often failed to understand

Bunyan's message and merely enjoyed the story, as was the case with his

subsequent books. By the time of Bunyan's death,,much prose fiction was the

antithesisof his, ridiculing his views or stressing more worldly, pleasures

as is shown by the label given to also popular French reactionary fiction:

chroniques scandaZeuses.

An element Of realism subsequently crept into the novel, particularly

through the literary works of Daniel Defoe and Jonathan Swift. When Samuel

Richardson adapted to a longer form the style of.the countless formletters he

had designed for paying a bill, hiring a worker, and carrying on such business

affairs, he wrote Pamela (1740), a book many-critics regard as the first true

novel: a long fiction work which had an overall unity built around the working

out of a central problem. Richardson's formletters were utilitarian, but they

also included moral precepts because their writer tended to be emotionally

involved in all that he did. Here quoted from Lionel Stevenson.'s The English

Navel is a statement Richardson made about Pamela:

"But when I recollect what had, so many years before, been told me by.

my friend, I thought the story, if written in an easy, and natural

manner, suitable to the simplicity 'of it, might possibly introduce a

new species of writing, that might possibly turn young people into a

course of reading different from the pomii and parade of romance-

writing, and dismissing the improbable and marvellous, with which

novels generally abound, might tend to promote the cause of religion

and virtue."

That he had a moral purpose is made clear in the complete title which, under-

standably, has since been shortened to either the first or the first four

words:

Pamela: or, Virtue Rewarded. In a Series of Familiar Letters from

a beautiful Young Damsel, to her Parents. Now first, published in

Order to cultivate the Principles of Virtue and Religion in the

Minds of the Youth of-Both Sexes. A Narrative which' has its

Foundation in Truth and Nature; and at the same time that it

agreeably entertains, bz. a variety of curious and affecting

Incidents, is entirely divested of all those Images, which, in too

many, Pieces calculated for Amusement only, tend to inflane the

Minds they should Instruct.

Before' we look at the novels, it;:wouldA)e beneficial-to pake the general

staterilent that the novel has 4 unique-advantage inthat,the length' allows the

author plenty:Of time to state,idevelop", repeat,-and eXemplify,his message.

Jf.he'.chooses,:an-obvious approach, he-has-hundreds of pages to pound his

ideas into the consciousneSs of the reader. 'Similarly, hemay-use:his pages:

1.1



to build a subtle thesis which he hopes will gradually work itself from the

subconscious to the conscious mind of the reader. Perhaps the author's biggest

task irs to-keep the reader interested in the message which was written to
---

influence him Far us today it is difficult to imagine that children in

colonial times enjoyed-learning the alphabet by saying rhymes such as "A.'is

for Adam, whose fall toudhed-us all . . ." The unknown writer of this rhyme,

however, felt it.to be the best way to get across his message.

Now let's examine a didactic poem written-at the turn of the century.

When the poet and lecturer Edwin Markham saw Jean Millet's poignant painting

"The Man with the Hoe," he was so moved that he feit he mUst--put into words

the effect the painting had had on him. The result was his famons poem

(Jahuary 15, 1899) which he gave the same title as the painting.

-

12
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The Man with the Hoe

God made man in His own image
In the image of God He made him.--Genesis

Bowed by the weight of centuries he leans
Upon his hoe and gazes on the ground, ,

The emptiness of ages in his face,
And on his back the burden of the world.
Who made him dead to rapture and despair,
A thing that grieves not and that never hopes,
Stolid and stunned, a brother to the ox?
Who loosened and let down this brutal jaw?
Whose was the hand that slanted back this brow?
Whose breath blew out the light within this brain?

In this the Thing the LOrd God made and gave
To have dominion over sea and lamd;
To trace the stars and search the heavens for power;
To feel the passion of Eternity?
Is this the dream He dreamed who shaped the suns
And marked their ways upon the ancient deep?
Down ail the caverns of Hell to their last gulf
There is no shape more terrible than_ this--
More tongues with censure of the world's blind greed--
More filled with signs and portents for the soul--
More packed with danger to the universe.

What gulfs between him and the seraphim!
Slave of the wheel of labor, what to him
Are Plato and the swing of Pleiades?
What the long reaches_of the peaks of song,
The rif t of dawn, the reddening of the rose?
Thiough this dread shape the suffering ages look;
Time's tragedy is in that aching stoop;
Through this dread shape humanity betrayed,
Plundered, profaned', and disInherited,
Cries protest to the Judges of the World,
A protest that is also prophecy.

0 masters, lords and rulers in all lands,
Is this the handiwork you giVe to God,
This monetrous thing distorted and soul-4uenched?
How will you ever straighten up. this 'shape;
Touch it again with immortality; .

!Give baCk:the upward looking and the Iight;.
Rebuild in it the music 'and the dream;

813
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'Make right the immemorial infamies,

Perfidious wrone,.immedicable woes?

0,masters, lords aim rulers in all lands,

How will the Future reckon with this min:

How answer his brute question in that hour

When whirlwinds of rebellion shake all shores?

How will it be with kingdoms and with kings--

With those who shaped him .to the thing he is--

When this dumb terror shall rise to judge the world,

After the silence of the centuries?

Markham used language his audience would understand and respond to. The economic

success ($250,000 in 33 years; translation into forty languages) of the poem

was merely incidental; what was Important was that it became a watchword for

the underprivileged workingman. People read the poem, understood its message,

and decided to'try to improve their wretched lot in life.

Incidentally, other Markham poems have delivered messages thought important.

The final four lines of "Lincoln, the Man of the People" (1900) so inspired

a Yugoslavian artisan that he put them on the reverse of a coin honoring John

F. Kennedy:

'
And when he fell in whirlwind, he went down.

As when a lordly cedar, green with boughs.

Goes down with a great shout upon the hills,

And leaves a lonesome place against the sky.

Writing Assignment:

Below-are four questions designed to further your understanding of "The

Man with the Hoe" as an important instrument of social protest. For this

assignment, choose TWO of the questions-and answer each of them in a paragraph

of approximately 250-400 words. Be sure that each paragiaph contains'a topic

sentence which tells your main idea; the remainder of the paragraph should

support your idea, making it forceful and believable.
A ;

1. 'Soon after its publication, this poem became known as "the battle cry of

the next thousand years." Do you feel that this statement is an exaggeration?.

Why?

2. :This poem is written in the familiar pdetic form:df blank verse (unrhythed

iambic pentameter)'. On the whole, dd you fdel that there are enough poetic

characteristics in "The Man with the Hoe" to make it significant as pdetry

rather than as didactiCliterature? (Here poetry, means the highest'form of

literature'. Look up didactic to clarify your approach to the_question.) Why?



3. Find three descriptions in.the poem which create a good picture of the

pathetic life of the workers. Tell why you chose each of the three.

4.; Assuming that business-interests were expioiting.w,grkers, tell what would

be the reaction-of both the oppressors and the oppre sed.to the last two

lines of the poem..

15
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ASSIGNMENT II

Reading \ssignment: The Jungle

Not tOo many years ago, reStaurants proudly,displayed. signs°that their

kitchens.were open for inspection. Today one seldom sees these signs because

we take it for granted that a restaurant's kitchen will be spic and span,

even cleaner.than the dining rooms. As the percentage of our.population

earning money through part-time work increases,-more people are exposed to

.the procedures involved in the preparation of food. How often have you heard

soMeone say, "I wouldn't eat in that place if.you paid. me. When I worked there .

I saw how they fixed the food." Granted that people often tend to..exaggerate,

granted that-probably only one soft drink bottle out of:every' million has a

dead rat"in'it, granted that the dead beetle in the potato chip.package was

an unfortunate accident, we still are vitally concerned about the preparation

of anythi4 we eat. at

This concerti is not a fetish pecullar to our time, however. In the

written records of nearly every.civilization can be found attempts to protect

people from impure\food. As early as the Book of Leviticus in The Bible can

be found food laws, and local authorities adopted-provisions to stop ,impure

food practices as early as the thiiteenth century. From 1850-1875 city boards

of health were established to regulate the marketing of meat and milk, with dairy

associations being granted control over dairy products. After 1875 the first

truly significant control over food came with the passage of the first Federal

Food and Drugs Act and the Meat Inspection Act of 1906. The forces which crusaded

for the passage of these acts were'many, bueprithary credit goes to two indi-

viduals.

From 1883 to 1914, Dr. Harvey W. Wiley, Chief of the Bureau of Chemistry,

Department of Agriculture, fought desperately, to bring about the passage of

legislation that would protect the American consumer from nefarious food

-.practices.

The other individual ..considered largely-responsible for the pasSage Of ..

these lifersaving,acts.was neither achemist nor a politician: He was a writer,-

an intelligent man who had entered the City College-of4New_York_when_he_was 14.

To help finance his education, lie.turned out the: pulp.fiction so popular at

the time. Success eluded himearly. in life, however, when for five years he

was forced to support his family on less than 000 a year. .,From his first

five novels, published from 1901 to 1906 .came less than a ehousand dollars



;

in royalties. After the serialized publication of The Jungle in-the Sccialist
weekly The Appeal to Reason in 1906, the financial worries of Upton Sinclair
were ended. The success of\Thè Jungle, a book rejected by the first five
publishers Sinclair contacted, and a position on Theodore Roosevelt's meat-
packing investigation board ended the writer's*problems. Even the failure

of the Englewood, New Jersey, soCialistic Helicon Home he supported with
royalties from The Jungle did not discourage Sinclair/from continuing to
devote his efforts to the cause of human welfare. In the following years he
dealt with the Colorado coal strike, the' Teapot Dome scandal, the film industry,
evangelism, and education.

Before we begin our discussion of,.Sinclait's book, let's take a quick'look
atthe growth of the meat-packing industry in Anerica. Ift.1641 William. Pynchon

founded the first meat-packing house in Springfield, Massachusetts He packed

pork in salt and shipped it to the West Indies, islands just then lost by
England because of ctvil war brought on by,the revolt of the Puritans against

Charles I.-Communities which did_not raise their own meat.animals looked to

packing houses for a meat.supply. Before the days of artificial refrigeration,

meat packing was exclusively a winter industry. The natural ice cut from

rivers and lakes during the winter was stored in ice houses.and subsequently
used by meat packets to extend their operations into a few non-winter months.
The development of refrigerated railway cars.in_the 1880's made possible long-

range distribution of meat, especially to the.easterncities.- By the turn of
the century,/as assembly-line procedures became more efficient, all that the
meat packers'needed was the labor to get the meat ready for delivery to. the

public.. As things turned out, getting labor.was no problem. mi fact, big

business could get all the laborAt needed from a population of.76,000,000
and on' whatever terms big business felt like offering. .Each new group of

immigrants--be.they German, Irish, Bohemian, Polish', or.Lithuanian--i)rovided
a-vast labcr, pool frOm which the meat packers could choose the big, strong,

healthy workers needed initheir plants. Each disenchanted nationality was

replaced by an optimistic nationality Which in turn became.disenchanted and
was replaced.by the next optiMiStic nationality. As long as there were new

immigrants, there was a'bounteous labor 'source.

That the injustices and oppression in the meat-packing (and patent medicine
and railroad and oil) industry continued was abominable to literally millions
of Americans, but it was a few, a very few, who spoke up. These crusaders

for the dignity of the individual-were called names such as "red" or "socialist."

Theodore Roosevelt gave the name "muckrakers" to'those journalists and reformers
who exposed corruption in politics and industry. Had not these muckrakers been
outspoken, however; it is conjectural how long the injustices would have

continued. Be he socialist, muckraker,. or any*other opprobious person, Upton
Sinclair was an important writer. *The nine months which he says he spent in

a "board cabin, eight feet by ten" gavebirth to one of the most important
novels of social consciousness ever to be written.

In The Jungle there is corruption everywhere. With the exception of the
workers with no supervisory responsibilities; there is no group that is nor

17
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replete with scoundrels and/or lechers. Workers with any kind of authority

take advantage of their co-workers by extracting bribes, kick-backs, or sexual

favors from them. In this authoritarian atmosphere in which the powerful are

always right, there is only one abhorred word: unions. Anyone associated

with a union can expect a tongue lashing when ethers are watching, a billy

clubbing when backs are turned.

Were the work situation not onerous enough, there were evils outside

the factories. Merchants adulterated food. Realtors put impossible conditions

in the fine print of contracts. Lawyers who interpreted the contracts for

purchasers overlooked the fine print. Crooked poEticians bought votes.

Policemen accepted bribes and meted out brutality. Judges dispensed justice

according to a capitalist's prescription:

This was the atmosphere and environment that Sinclair wrote,about in his

book. As he said, "I aimed at the public's'heart and by accident I hit it in

the stomach."

Writing Assignment:

Below are questions related to The Jungle as a .novel of social consciousness.

.

Choose ONE question and answer it in a theme of 300-500 words. Be sure to

acknowledge the aUthor's words by.quotation mark and page references. (I.Wish

to thank those student3 who are typing their'thetes. I give no special consid-

eration to typed themes, bilt my task is)made much more agreeable.when I am

not troubled bY almost undecipherable penmanship.) ..

1. Find passages in which Sinclair describes adulterated food that is purchased

by unsuspecting custamers. Using these passages as your evidence, tell haw

dangerous the practice of selling adulterated food can be. .

2. Corruption exists on almost every level of society in The.Jungle. Choose'

the one practice not related to the food itself, which you feel is the most

disreputable and heartless.

3.' Politics and politicians take quite a verbal .beating from Sinclair... By

citing particular situations,give.a complete descriPtion of all levels of polit-

ical activity in the novel.

4. Marija and Ona both violate the accepted social code regarding morality.

Do you feel that there,is justification for the action Of either woman?

18
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/ ASSIGNMENT III

Reading Assignment: "Afterword" in The Jungle .,
The "Afterwoid" to The Jungle is an excellent example of a short 'research

paper. Robert B. Downs employs a highly readable style to tell his story of
The Jungle, Upton Sinclair, muckrakers, and socialism. Notice how he skillfull-
through the use of effective transitions, tells his story in -an organized -.

manner. Even though he skips from the book to Sinclair to socialism, back to
the baok, then to muckrakers, then back to the book, the reader feels that
everything written is about the same topic, The Junle. All the items which
are seemingly 'digressions are En adtuality related

/
to the social injusticesrrin the America of '1905--and to how -a few individu s tried to bring about

vital changes.. 'Sinclair's book was about filth 'nd adulteration in the meat-
__ packing industry, but it was also an indictment of the social indifference and/

or fear-that made. possible and even perpetuated the exploitation of labOr and
consumqs. His influence, and that of other muckrakers, extended information
to thouSands of citizens-14110 previously had bemoaned their lamentable situation,
but could find no one better to lash -out at than-their immediate oppreisors.
.The powers behind the brutish underlings remained unknown, or even worse,
unconsidered. Sinclair showed 'the workers lacw far-reaching and highly organized

. the lanientable situation was..

If we are to consider The Jungle frorn,an utilitarian standpoint, we, as
Sinclair, must term it a 'failure. It did not accomplish what the author .
intended: few converts 'were ,won to socialism per se. It did, however, , instill
ideas in the minds of the readers: maybe _banding together 'is a possible
solution; maybe helping those who can' t help themselves is a good way to live.
. A

Band ing together was ,important to the two million memberS of the' American
Federation of Labor in 1905; the practice of helping those who couldn't help
themselves in 1905' was the inception Of the far-reaching welfare programs of-7
today. .,, q-?-

With the development of a large middle class and a rapid method of corn-
munication has come an increasing awareness of. social. injustide. Jurgis and
his family fought for survivalin the jungle of Packingtown. At, times they
were helped 13.3r social workers', but on the whole' they were on their oWn. Today
we have in_America a highly organized method of aiding. the unfortunate members
of society. 'On-the_,19salevel:_there are charity drives. such.as United Fund;.. _.
on the national leVel there is an intricate weliare program. Part of the'
.social unrest today is a revolt against so much government intervention in.
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private lives. If you have something to say today, there is "alWays someone

ready to listen--often someone from a news medium. Currently, international

war is causing concern. If college students boycott the employment repre-

sentatives of companies making prdducts used to wage war in Vietnam, if singeri

refuse to pay their'taxes because part of the money goes for'national defene,

if young men burn their draft cards as a protest against 'war, millions of

Americani know about.it within minutes. Coting from all walks of life, these

protestors are vocal enough to force a showdown. If-the United State5

government decides to punish them, they must either accept that punishment or

leave the country:, Sometimes'an apology or a public retrac,tion of their,

statements will exonerate them, and they can begrudgingly return to their

dissatisfied existence. Today, however, we are all instantaneously aware of

the forces for change. great groups of people have negated and discarded the

idea of djustment, the watchword of the.50's--and the idea of the,power of

the individual member of society is pushing itself into a test of its 'limits

and parameters.
4

For Jurgis, there was no exoneration. Nothing in his power, includin&

begging, could ameliorate his wrongdoing when it confronted and affronted the

powers of Packingtown. He left the city, but in the rural areas he encountered

the' same imperso al disregard during the season when his labor was not needed

as that which h had encountered in the stockyards, when he was unable,to work.

Today the penal y for social foment is usually censure,. with the ever-present

possibility_tha you might win your crusade. In Jurgis's day the penalty for

social foment' s at least starvation, at most murder.

Writing Assi:nient:

your writ ng for this lesson takes the form of a longer, documented theme--

sometimes ca]l d a term paper. You will turn in (1) a complete-sentence outline

which has a t esis statement (what the theme is trying to do and say) followed

by supporting statements in at least as much detail as shown below and (2) a

title& theme. rom 1,000-1,250 words' (four or five typewritten pages) showing how ef-

fectively Sin lair presents his case for socialism in The gunee. Have at least

five page references to actual citations from the navel in your theme. You may

feel.that Sinclair's presentation is either effective or ineffective;'your grade

will be defermined only by how well you support your contentions. Choose your

title after you have written the entire theme.

(Sample Outline)

Thesis Statement: Sinclair's socialistic message becomes too deeply imbedded

in repugnance, verbosity, and artificiality,to be effective.

I. Many readers are offended 411:Sinclair's frankness.

. A. The descriptions of the killing beds are offensive.

B. Marija's life as a prostitulte is treated too matter-of-factly.

The Jungle is too long a book.:

A. Too many extraneous elemients are included.

B. The plethora of characters detracts from the unity of the book.

a ,
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The socialistic message in Chapter 31 is too contrived. .

A. The ignorant Jurgis could not comprehend the.philosophies espoused.

B. The final paragraph is too depefident upon emotion.

. -
..(You may have more than three Roman numerals, but be sure each .has an A and a

/lunder-it:- Choose appropriate short quotations illustrating your points and

work them into your theme,effectively. Be sure to proofread,both Your outline.

.and your theme.)...

t.
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ASSIGMENT IV

Reading Assignment: The a,42f, of Wrath

Fiction: "a divisiOn of lfteratus` c41sisting of prose works in- narrative
. .

..... fork,. Ihe characters and incidents of whiCh-are Wholly or partly iMaginary."
' (Standa;d 'College Dictionary) -Where truth tinds and fiction begins has long

been both.-a private and public debate. ;6ourts determine the truth .or fiction
, ,id'an infinite number of cases each day/ 'In the realm Of literature,, however,

the.situ4tion is reversed. When does the author l.eave his fictional frame of ,

reference..and turn to existing people/and situations .to flesh out his story?
One of.the most obvious examples of fliction based on fact is Citizen Kane,

: OiSon.Welles's -fictionalized account,of William Randolph Hearst. Looking at
.two redent, 'popular books, it is fal(rly (thsy to Gee .that the authors had

_

actual people in mind as they told /their stories:. Harold .,Robbins. (a high
, school drop--out, incidentally) .patterned the main character in The CarPetbaUer's
after 41oward HugheS, ".... the man/trying to buy Las Vegas;" Jacqueline Susann

made one of her ladies inValley Jof the Dolls much like.,Tudy Garland, the
entertainer. lp. a less-welILknbWn recdnt.book4yaela..Hansford Johnson' 8 .-
The Survival of 'the Fittest ,. an /a.gingEnglish poetess bears:a. dIstinct resemblance
to Dame Edith .Sitwell and a yOuhg Tiriteiqlehavés rduch-as DYlan Thomas did, even
thoughMiSs Johnson prefaces' tIe boqk With an "Author's Note":

.
r

.. Two characters in this book, Belphoebe arid Mamonov;' may' be
recognizable .as, respectiirely,.a poet now dead and a" writter,now
iivirig.: ,

, .

, .
.

The first is an affe'ctionate though vefy slight. SketCh. The ,

second iS 'only suggested by the original, and 9a-.. the.. novel, is a
much older man. No word' f their' dialogue' ha"s" been taken trom .

..

anythng either of them e er at any time' actually s:aid, and': the
1

1 ...
inciderits 'surrounding them are invented.

.. I,
. I

Sope readers would contend. tha In Cold Blood T-Urrian Capote's "nonfittion/ . - I

,novel," should be.included wit1 'these others. \
....

- , .
,

..,, :

Some diithorstgo to their o. fices,, close their doors, sit at typewriters, .,.

-and start fabricating. Other authors feel that they must actual ,T'experience
situations in ordzer Io' accurate y aescribe them. - You TAIill' recall that SiriCiair (

spent seven weeks ',.-i,ving with t se uriderprivileged in,the hicagol
i

Stockyard8. -: -

, . \
: t

John Steinbeck, too, wanted., to base his noirels on experience. As 'early
, .

as 1936 Steinbeck cali6 attentibn to the lot ofmd.grant farm laborers. in
-_,... - .

,, 22.
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California. Then he toured the,"Hoovervilles, itinerant workers' camps,

picking fruit and cotton, learning about the living and working conditions of

the field-laborers; His observations were published in October, 1936, in the

San Francisco News in a series called "The Harvest Gypsies." The Mexicans

and Orientals who had formerly harvested the California crops had been replaced

by Okies and Arkies (remember the succession of nationalities in The Jungle),

enant farmers or/sharecroppers driven off their land by a combination of

natural (soil eroW_on, dust storms, and drought) and economic (consolidation

of many impoverisged, mortgaged farms into one plantation or ranch which could

be put into cotton and worked by one man with a tractor) forces. For these

dispiaCed Okies and Arkies, the chance to pick crops in California where the

grapes were "just a-hangin' over into the road" seemed a happy solution. In

the fall of 1937 Steinbeck went to Oklahoma where he joined migrants going

West and worked with them after they reached California. In April, 1939, was

published the novel based on Steinbeck's experiences and observation while he

was Plying with these migrants.

That The Grapes of Wrath is Steinbeck's greatest book is in isputable.

That it is one of e outstanding books of this century is generally accepted.

It is ideally sui ed for a module about social consciousness because it

approaches a lam ntable social situation in two manners, one general and one

specific. Of th thirty chapters, sixteen "interchapters" make a general

statement'about social situationt In almost every case, the interchapter

is followed by a narrative chapter chronicling the Joads' experiences related

to the general situation described in the innerchapter. If the reader does not

respond to the general, more literary discussion in the interchapter, perhaps

he will be moved by the personal tribulations described in the narrative

chapter.

, The Grapes,of Wrath iS the' story of a family group fighting for survival

against other groups. If the joads are-all the Okie families, the Shawnee

Land and Cattle lompany is all Oklahoma land companies,-. theCalifornia Farmers

Association is all the big California agricultural corporations controlled by

the Bank of-the. West, and tne-Workers! union.is all the discontented migrant
.

workers banded together. As the Joads weaken and their ,family group dissolves,

the communal group of migrants is born and becomes stronger through the

blending of the.characteistics of all the families into a united communal

group,

. \

.

.. One interesting Sspeot Of Steinbeck's non-sentimentalized presentation is .

,
.

:his depiction of the JOad.family, They are ignorant. They.are Stubborn. They

,are4napietuous. .Throughout the novel,. each Jbad is "still'layin' my dogs'down

,one at a time,".,seeing nothing other than self, or, at most family. Much of

the hardship.this family suffers is the result:of their blirid faith.in a

-.promiSedyIand, They follow thispith even when others who' preceded.them know

. .how,chiniericalit is:and "warn them tobeware of it. Itseems that they have

"only"one redeeminp.'gracd-with whiCh the .reader can sympathize: they are human/.

..-
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But few people who oppress them want to recognize this. Naturally the capi-

talistic society has little sympathy for them: unproductive elements must be

replaced by productive ones. But the tragedy in this novel is that people

who should care, don't. The filling station attendant in Needles considers

them not human because a human being wouldn't live as they do. Even other

migrants label them "Okies." The novel ends with a poignant scene which

illustrates how human the Joad family, as represented by Ma and Rose of

Sharon, remain.

One social message of the book is that by willingly banding together,

strong individuals can fight the oppression of the banks, growers, policemen,

politidians--the entire power structure we idiomatically call "City Hall."

The death of Casyjs the impetus that Tom needs to find some purpose and method

in his fight. Whether Tom and his kind win their fight is unanswered in the

novel (--and, indee., at the time of the novel the problem hadn't been

resolved). The weak\are dead; the strong are at last beginning to unite.

Although things could not get much worse, Steinbeck gives the tacit promise

that they will get better. (Have they?)

Writing Assignment:

Because your last writing assignment was a'1Ong one, for this lesson .you

will be given a much shorter assignment. For each of the three topics below,

compose a thesis statement N..3hich you could delielop into a coMplete theme. Be

sure that your statement is general'enough-to allow you sufficient leeway to

intlude any pertinent tomments and specific enough to show that you have given

careful thought to.what you, will definitely include. As youJiave probably

.found in your "wr4ing experiences both for this module.and your other school

work, you seldom finish a theme. with exactlY what you planned to'iniclude in

it. (Here_is an-exami)le to guide you in writing your thesis statements.

Topic': Ma's function in the novel. Thesis statement: Althougfi<the Joad

family unit does dissolve eventually in The Grapes ofWrath, MA nonetheless

fUlfills her function-by remaining a source of strength and comfort for the

'family and a,formidable.object opposing those who would do harm.to those she

loves.). \

Topics for which you:are Co compose a theSis statement:

1. In what sense-can.Casy be called_areligious man? .

2. What picture.does Steinbeck,-paint -of police officers?

3. How does the lan&turaddintroduded in the.beginnifig of,

Chapter Four repr-E-Sefit the novel as'a whole?,

24
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ASSIGNMENT V

One complaint that my students frequently voice comes when we are studying

a work of literature in detail. They ask how I know that the burning ship is a

symbol of the United States, that the Moral of the story id "Youth is impet-

uous," that the small sailing cloud's hitting the moon means death, and on like

that. In some literature the symbolism.and/or message is obvious; in others

it is hidden and can be found only if you make a conscious effort to follow

the clues the writer has given you. In a final type, there is no symbolism.

One obyious example of_an euthor's intent to give significance to seemingly

minor details is story title's. Think for a moment about these titles: For

Whom the Bell Tolls, The Paths of Glory, and The Sound and the Fury. The first

title is from John Donne's "DeVotions XVII":

Any man's death diminishes me, begause I am involved\in mankind;

and therefore never send to know for whom the bell tolls; it tolls for

thee

Anyone who has read Hemingway's book knows how the title applies to Robert

Jordan, the main character.

The second title sounds too noble to be associated with a war novel, but

not if one knows the lines from Thomas Gray's "Elegy Written in a Country

Churchyard":

The boast of heraldry, the pomp of pow'r,
And all that beauty, all that wealth e'er gave,
,Await alike the inevitable hour:
The.paths of glory lead but to the grave.

The final title has a 'dignified tone, but William Faulkner chose it well

for a story partially told by an idiot; in Shakespeare's Macbeth the complete

quotation has a rather pessimistic meaning:

Life's but a walking shadow, a poor player
That struts and frets his hour upon the stage
And then is heard no more: it-ts a tale
Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury,
Signifying nothing.
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\ Equally obvious symbolism occurs in names. If a giant of a man has the

last name Small, there is a reason. Is it coincidental that an author gives

the name Crooks to a man with a crooked back? The main character in one of W.

Somerset Maugham's short stories, "The Colonel's Lady," has the name Peregrine.

This character is indeed peregrine, or foreign, in his relationship with his

wife, or as Maugham cells her in the title, lady.

Sometimes an author includes a symbol and immediately explains it to the

reader. In "Young Goodman Brown," a short story by Nathaniel Hawthorne, a

scene having two blazing pines and a rock between them is described. The scene

is the setting for a pseudo-religious rite, but Hawthorne so much wanted the'

reader to recognize his symbols that he likened them to burning candles and an

altar immediately after describing them.

Whenever you make a search for symbols, keep one guide in mind. Unless

,an item is an obvious symbol, be sure that it appears more than once before

you attach too much symbolistic importance to it.

Let's examine the title The Grapes,of Wrath. ,Most of us remember Julia

Ward Howe's Battle Hymn of.the Republic and the famous lines:

Mine eyes have seen the glory of the coming of the Lord;

He is trampling out the vidtage where the grapes of wrath are stored.

Some of us might even be familiar with Revelation 14:19-20:

And the angel thrust in his sickle into the earth, and

gathered the vine of the earth, and cast it into the great

winepress of the wrath of God
And the winepress was trodden without the city, and

blood came out of the winepress. . . .

Looking in Steinbeck's book, we see, the significance of grapes several times.

On p. 81, Grandpa says, "Well, sir, we'll be a-startin' 'fore long now. An',

by God, they's grapes out there, just a'hangin' over inta the road. Know what

I'm gonna do? I'm gonna pick me a'wash tub full a grapes, an' I'm gonna set

in 'em, an' scrooge aroun', an' let the juice run down my pants." Ten pages

later, his dream still brightens his existence: "Come time we get to California

I'll have.a. big bunch a grapes in my han''all the time, a-nibblin' off it all

the time, by God!" By p. 217 the grapes haven't materialized; they are to be

piaked later. By p. 311 it_has become obvious what the California grapes are

really like: "In the souls of the people the grapes of wrath are filling and

growing heavy, growing heavy for the vintage."

The information included in the preceding paragraph is the nucleus of a

longer treatment about the symbolistic significance of the title. Using the

examples I have presented, you cogld write a good, documented theme telling

the relationship of the title to the boots a whole. But how good a theme
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could you write were I to give you the topic: How does the book The Grapes

of Wrath parallel the exodus of the Hebrews from Egypt to Cannaan? Not too

i3od a theme, I assume, because you probably know little about the-Hebrew

exodus. Scholars, however, havefound much similarity between these two

subjects. Peter Lisca's The Wide World of John Sieinbeck shows the corre-

spondence of the novel's three obvious divisions--drought (Chapters One through

Ten) , journey (Chapters Eleven through Eighteen), and Struggles in California

(Chapters Nineteen through Thirty)--to oppression in Egypt, exodus, and

settlement in Canaan. If you are interested in a complete discussion of this

aspect of the novel as well as a perceptive-approach to the meaning of the

title, try to find Lisca's book in your local library. (You might also read

The Book of Eiodus in a modern version'of The Bible.)

A major theme of social consciousness which Steinbeck develops in his

book is the plight of the unassimilated individual. Just as the Joads are

helpless while independently trying to fight the system that has destroyed

thousands like them--allowing people to starve while fruit rots on the ground--

so the individual orchard and farm.owners are powerless to fight the Farmers

Association run by the Bank of the West. Mr. Thomas wants to pay thirty cents

an hour, but the bank member tells him to pay twenty-five to prevent unrest

and asks the ,threatening question, "By the way, you going to need the usual

amount for a crop loan next year?" (p. 262) The cotton grower complains,

"The Association set,1 the rate, and we got to mind. If we don't--we ain't

got a farm. Little 'fella gets crowded all the time." (p. 376) Even those

who wish Lo help the workingman are powerless by themselves.

Writing Assignment:

Since this lesson marks the mid-pointjn this module, it is time for you

to take the Midsemester Examination. .You are ftee to use any books and/or

notes.you wish.

27
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MIDSEMESTER EXAMINATION

Choose ONE of the following questions and answer it in a concise, well-organized

theme of two-to-five handwritten pages, referring frequently to the novels we

have studied. If your answer takes two pages, I'm assuming that what you

include is complete enough to develop your thesis. If your answer takes five

pages, I'm assuming that nothing extraneous is included. Never confuse quantity

with quality: Underline your thesis statement (what the theme is about) and

your controlling word (what idea you will be stressing). EXAMPLE: Ma ,

Joad is a aiabilizin )force in The Grapes of Wrath.

1. Of The Jungle and The Grapes of Wrath, which book presents a social situ-

ation which is in more urgent need of correction ,at the time? Why?

2. Is The Jungle or The Giapes of Wrath a more believable book as far as criti-

,
cism of the perpetuation of 'social injustice by moneyed interests is concerned?

Remember that both authors were knowledgable individuals.

3. If Jurgis Rudkus and Tom Joad are men seeking an identity in society,. which

has a better chance of finding that identity? Why?

4. In The Jungle, Sinclair openly proposes socialism as the salvation of the

working man. In The Grapes of Wrath, what does Steinbeck offer as a possible

salvation for the working man? Be sure to document your answer with page numbers.

5. What does the discrimination against the individual in The Jungle or The

Grapes of Wrath say about society? (Discrimination here means "cheating.")

(circle)

,

. \
.

6. If both The Jungle and The Grapes of Wrath are novels to arouSe social_
consciousness for impoverished people, which book ends on a more optimistic

note? Why? \

\
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ASSIGNMENT.VI

Reading Assignment: Of Mice and Men

- Two years before The Grapes of Wrath appeared,Steinbeck was continuing

hip experimentation with the play-novelette form. His ,goal was to produce a

combination short novel and drama, employing the dialogue to present such

stage necessities as entrances and exits and directions such as physical

descriptions of scenes. Each chapter consists of one scene and opens with a

description of the scene. The result of his experimentation, Of Mice and
Men, gained quick acceptance and won for its author selection as one of the

ten outstanding young men of the year. Its appearance in play faint was

heralded and honored with the New York Drama Critic Circle Award, (The Pulitzer

Prize went to Thornton Wilder.forbur Town.) In 1941 Steinbeck's play-novelette

was made into a motion picture.

In gssignment V we discussed titles. Steinbeck's original title for this

book was Something That Happened; then he re-titled it Of Mice and Men. Those

of_you with a background in English literature probably remember Robert Burn's

famous poem "To a Mouse," a poem about a fieldmouse whose nest is destroyed by

a plow. The message of this poem by a poet regarded as a spokesman for mankind

is contained in the famous line, "The best-laid schemes o' mice an' men 'gang

aft agley." Steinbeck chose enough of this quotation to give the title

relevance to the explicit action as well as to foreshadow the outcome of George

and Lennie's plan.

In The Grapes of Wrath we saw men trying to organize to fight the system

oppressing them. In Of Mice and Men, an earlier book, :there is,no thought of

organization by any of the workers, but they still live for.the dream foUnd in

almOst all of Steinbeckls work: a place of their own, a little'patch of-land

where they can work and enjoy the fruits of.their own production: Maybe they43.

could even take time off to golto a. ball game or circus.

.In the story of George-and Lennie there is no easily discernible mythical

pattern that so often Appears in Steinbeck's boOks, although some critics find

evidence of Steinbeck's usage of the Arthurian legend: George is the pure

knight,protecting the weak Lennie from oppreasion and temptation.

George and Lennie's. dream of a place of their, own comes again and again,.

. almost in the fOrm:of a ritual. Lennie lives a haPpier.life-because he can

frequently get George to.forsake reality an&putinto'words their planned
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escape from the-life it appeaFs they ar destined to lead:

George's voice became deeper. He rep ated his words rhythmically

as though he had said them many times efore. 'Guys like us, that

*ork on ranches, are the loneliest guys n the world:, They come to

a ranch an' work up a stake and then the go inta town and blow

their stake, and the first thing you know hey're poundin' their

tail on some otber ranch. They ain't got n thing to look ahead

to.' (pp. 14-15)

\
But it's not that way with them; Lennie Knows they..re going to "live off the

fatta the lan'." (p. 15) They're going to have the one thing important in

Lennie's life: some soft, furry rabbits for him to pet. At last they will

belong.

These two dreamers drift from place to place always going to get their

stake together but.never quite doing it because of Lennie. \Tor example, when

they were in Weed,; Lennie's child-like fascination with'soft\things and bright-

colors got them in trouble, almost got them lynched.

After they get settIed'in the last of many California ranches they have

worked' on, it appears that they finally have their goal within grasp. the

Swamper Candy has $350 they can use for 'a down payment if they'll let him come

along and do bdd jobs. If-they can last out the month on-the job the $600

ranch will be theirs at last.

But e'variety of forces denies them theirdream.

Let's look.at social ,forces which directly and indiredtly work against.

.the pair of'Itinerant workers and'others like theM. First comes the bus driver

who.lets them out over .four miles from their destination; supposedly becauSe he

is one Of the uncaring.mass of-people who have it in their power to help

unfortunates but do not because doing so would involve A little ;extra effort.

Reporting late to the job.could have meant that there was:no job. .
\

Once George and Lennie get their job, they are treated with suspiciOn by

tile boss who tells George not to try anything because he will be watched closely.

..The appearance of first Curley's-wife and then Curley is another'indication

that some external force, is working againstthe.new hands. The flirtatious

,womanls visit to the bunkhouse.portends ah-evil whichhoth men recognize, hut-

they are powerless to leave.. They.don't like the situation,but they muse stay

until they,get their stake. 'If the people_at Weed had been understanding, had

been.the type,to let George tell what had really happened to.the'girl, the men

Might have been:able to get enough of a Stake.that they: wouldn't'be.compromised

.intoremaining in ah obviously'threetening environment?, Curleyls appearance is:.

as inauspicious for the neW hands as was .his wife's. .CUrley tests hiS mettle

on first Slim and.then Carlson. Realizing their strength, he turns to.the,.

. person who lookS big-but weak, Lennie, who unfortunately is still smilingly
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entranced by the dream of a place of their own.. :Curley has little to 'lose,
being the boss's son. He also has sbcial sympathy on his side.. As Candi says:

Never did seem right to me S 'pose Curley jumps a big guy and licks

him. Eyer'bOdy says what a game guy Curley is. And s'pose he does

the same thing and gets dicked. Then -ever'body says the ,big guy

oughtta pick somebody his own size, 'and maybe they gang up on the big

guy. Never did seem right to me. Seems like Curley ain't givin'

nobody a chance.--

On the other hand, Curley (or society) has no sympathy' for the weak.

Nowhere in the novel is there a place in a society for the weak. Candy

knows that he '11 be turned out as goon as he can' t swamp anymore. The trouble

Curley's malicious ,wife. could ,get ,Crooks into might result _in a lynching. Even

the deformed Crooks revels in tormenting Lennie-when- he senses the stupidity
and gullibility of the big man. After -Lennie kills the woman, there is little

doubt about his fate: "S'pose they loCk him up an' strap him dbwn and put, him

in a cage.," (p. 106) In the-mid-1930's there was" little in the,way of

treatment and understanding for the mentally retarded.

With the death
often he had almost
his responsibility,
ironically gives up
him.

Writing AsS4nment:

of Lennie ends the dream: George had told the story so

come to helzleve it. .
With the burden of Lennie removed from

with final freedom to get the place of his own, George
on the dream. Maybe the social system was too much for

I

Choose ONE of the following questions d answer it in a 400-600 word theme... .
Underline your thesis statement and the controlling word.

1. Steinbeck obviously created a parallel between Cands dog and Lennie.
For example, both the dog and Lennie are killed. Give a complete analysis of

ways in which they are similar and tell why you think. Steinbeck made them
, I

similar.

-2. Read Robert Burns s short poem "To a Mouse. After reading Of Mice and

Men, do you.feel that Steinbeck chose, his title wisely? Why?

3. Does George continue his relationship with Lennie because of sympathy for

Lennie or 'because he likes to,feel superior, to Lennie? (Your answer must be

documented carefully; to answer this question you must re-read the text
carefully.)
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tety:t.".

Group II

.choo-se ONE of the following questions
Underline your thesis statement.and

1. Tell why the title Of Mice and Men

story Steinbeqk relates.'

A

d answer it in a 400-600 word theme.
the controlling word.

is particularly appropriate for'the

2.. -By referring to particular parts of the.book, support'the'contention.that

the heron and snakes at the beginning of Chapter 6 are symbols..

3. The sympathy arid understanding.of. whiel character (other than,George, of

Course) is most important in'Of Mice and Men? Does this character's sympathy,

:have universal 4for all men; at all times) implications?

4

2 7

I
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ASSIGNMENT VII

, Reading, A.9ignment: the play version of Of Mice and Men

The play version of Of Mice and Men was briefly discussed in'the first .
paragraph ibf AssignmentyI." In this assignment,' we will look more closely at

I it.
I

I

First, however, let's make a slight digression. Answer t is question as

quickly as you can: why did/Steinbeck write the novel:Of Mice nd Men? Since

this module is concerned with sdcial consciousness, you prObably gave an answer -,

mentiOning the authdr's concern for people and how.society treats tbem.

a

Now let:me-ask you.a second question:, why did Steinbeck make his rfovel in

into a play? Was'it folthe same public-spirited, altruistic reason? Or

could He have been capitalizing on the popdarity, of _his noveg, After all,

when we examine the play.we will see that it.is very similar ,to the novel. If

yOu feel: that Steinbeck dEcided he could umake. A quick buckU.with an easy.adap-'
tation of a novel thetwas.almost a play to begin with', do you als,o feel that
Steinbeck initially had profit,from both a written and dramatic form of his

o story in mind when he wrote .the story? Knowing Steinbeck'S wriling as a whole,

I feel sure that the .purpose for most of his writing was to bribg to public
,

attention,situations about wbich he felt trongly--usuatlyp/emeMber, because

he knew about them from first-hand experience. To me, it'seems that.SteinbeZk
realized that thetheater would be another medium which he could use to present
his message. Also, keep in mind that two of Steinbeck's'most recent works,
Travels with Charley (1962) and AMerica and Americans (1966) both deal with the

make-Up and social characteristics of'the American population and scene.

Since the space limitations of this Module_prhibit a complete comparison

of the novel amd the drama, we will examine first the intrOduction of the two
main-characters, then a discussion about Curley, a scene 'with Lennie and

Crooks, and.f4nally the.conclusion.
.0

then

When we compare' the first two pages .c.of the navel with thd'sfirst page of

t'he 'play, we notice the pattee which-each work will take.pertaining to.the

presentation of detail dnd ideas:
0

PLAY

sheltered with-willowa

1.

l

willoWs
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r.

o'

covered with dry leaves

spring, carrying in, their lower leaf

junctures the debris of winter's

flooding

the leaves lie deep and so crisp that

a lizard makes a great skittering if

he runs among them

.

.

The first.man.throws down his. 7 The first man wag. small and quick, dark

blanket roll, 'the large man of -face,,with restless eyes and sharp;

follows .
Arongleatures.. EVery part of him was

defined: small, strong hands, slender
armS,:a thin'and bony nose._ Behind,him.
walked his opposite, a huge man:, :shapeless

of.-face, with large, pale eyes; and-wide

sloping shoulders; inA he walked'heavily,
dragging his feet a little,,the way a

bear'\drags his.paws. His arms did,not

swing at his sides, but hullg loOsel5H

From these brief excerptS it is fairly obvious what are the stretigths and

.weaknesses of each form First, the:noyel haS more space.; can include more

'words. Second, the novel can guide you to conclusions WhiCh the play,cannot:

in the theater you see Lennie walk and try to think who or wifat walks that Way;

book.yOu don't..:have that problem becauSe the author'tells you, "the way

a bear drags his paws." Third, the novel can do more than present scenery: . it

can 'give the scene thematic significance: Willows carrying "the debris of

winter'S-flooding."Mhether George and Lennie can be considered.sOcial debris

is a-moot.point, but such a possibility'definitely, exists. Finally, the novel
. .

has the important advantage of presenting a picture which, although complete,

is.still dependent upon the mind's eYe of the beholder, The closest the theater

can come to allowing the audience:to. create .its own,picture of the scene is

either to have blurred, hazy sets or to have no stage setting at all. Thus%far,

it appears that.the. novel has_all the advantages. And\it really does, except

that the theater giveS its audience-a_heightened sense Of immediacy and

identity. The play-goer .sees and "knows"-what the reader%only imagines.t

If yoU (or John-Steinbeck and George Kaufman) were casting the play version

.td open NoveMi;ei 23; 1937\ at the Music Box Theater, .

who\would you choose to

portray Lennie: Lee J Cobb, BroderickCrawford, Melvyn bouglas, or Spencer

Tracy? Which of these actors; to you,-would be the best'Lennie? Broderick

-.Crawford played the part. (Not knowing which actors were considered for'the

-part,.:I have used the other three actors for illustrative purposes onlY.) In

the.1941 movie versibn, Burgess Meredith, Lon-Chaney, Jr., and Betty Field

played the roles of Ceorge,l,emnie, and Curley's wife,,..tespectively. (The

later television special stared George Segal as George.)

Next' let's compare%the preparation's for the-introduction of Curley.- Both

versions treat him essentially the same. What is the difference in these two

nig
t.):t
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versions of Candy's speech?

PLAY

You know; it, never did seem right
to me. 'Spose Curley jumps a W.g
,guy and licks him. Everybody says
what a game guy Curley is. Well,
spose he jumPs' 'im and gits

licked, everybody says the big guy
oughtta pick somebody his own Size.
Seems like Curley ain't given'
nobody a\chance. (p. 32.)

To.me, the:noVel versio i is a little
licked, but the variatidn in ilording

NOVEL.
l

Never,did seem right to me/ 'pose
\

Curley jumps a big guy and licks him.
EverWody/says what a game guy Curley

is. And/s'posOie does the same thing

and gets\lickedl. Then ever'body says)
the big/gUy oughtta pick sOmebody\ his
own si/ze, and maybe they gang up on the

big gny.. NeVer did seem right to me.
Seel0 like Curiq ain't given' nobody

hance: (p. 29)\

clearer in the part about Curley's getting
is/not clearly suPerior in either instance.

The novel version does proviqe the author with the si3aCe to repeat-the very

important judgMent that,this situatiori doesn't seem right (that there is a

tendency in society to stack the card/s in favdr of certain select individuals).

Since the play form has 11-0 Stage directions-telling how the first.sentence is
/

supposed to be spoken; it is\ safe\to assume that no special emphasis, such as

that given by repetition in the noVel, is intended.

7

Since the novel form apPeared before the play form, Steinbeck had t

'opportunity to make any changes he felt necessary to improve the play in c mpar-

ison with the novel. The most o/ bvious change is in the final scene. The

indictment against a disintetested society, especially in the form of the crass

Carlson, is omitted from the stage version. A less obvious change is present

throughout the play, but I will cite only one brief passage here. Lennie visits

Crooks in 'the stable:

PLAY

CROOKS. You go on and get out of

my room .11 I ain't wanted in/the \

bunkhouse and you ain't wanted
in my room.
LENNIE fiingenuously]. Why ain't

you wanted?
CROOKS/[futiously]. 'Cause I'm

black. They play cards in there.
But I can't play becauselI'm

black They say I stin, Well,

I te you all of you stink to me.

LENN Elhelplessly]. E;lrerybody

went into town. Slim and George

and verybody. George/says I got

to s ay here and not et into no

trou le. I seen your light. (p. 355)

NOVEL

"'You go on get outta my room. II

Ain't wanted,in the bunk hduse, and you'
ainit-Wanted in my moth."

"Why ain't you wanted?" Lennie asked.
"Cause I'm black. They play cards'

in there, but I can't play. because I'm
black. They say I Stink. Well, I tell'

You, you all of you stink to me."
Lennie flapped his big hands

helplessly. "Ever'body went into town,"
he said, "Slim an' George an' every'body.
George says,I gotta stay here an' not get in

no trouble. I seen ysur light." (p. 75)
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What ha Steinbeck done in the stage version? Simply, he has upgraded the

speech patterns of the characters. Although the words are essentially the

same in boih,cases, the stage characters speak better English. Why? One

jossible reasbnNis that actors might have a hard time pronouncing the words as

they appear'in the,novel. A more pladsible reason is that the audience might

have a hard time understanding the words of the novel. When we are reading

words, we can stop an'd-e-examine those that puzzle us. When we are listening,

perhaps from a seat in the rear of the balcony, we have difficulty appreciating

and understanding a drama if we cannot understand'what is being said. Another

plausible reason is that the audience might notyish to accept the slurred

language of the ranch hands; the audience might think this language too exag-

gerated. In other words, Steinbeck keeps the language for each form as believL

able a form as possible--and he does, as all good playwrights do, allow leeway

for an actor (and a director) to actively interpret character\

The final comparison we will make is in the conclusions of the two .versions:

PIAY

GEORGE. That's right. It's gonna

be nice there. 'Ain't gonna be no

trouble, no fights.. Nobody ever
gonna hurt nobody, or Steal from

em. It's gonna be--nice.

LENNIE: I can see it, George.
can see it! Right. over there!

can see it!.
[George fires. Lennie crumples;

falls behind the brush. The voices

of the men in the distance.]
(p..383)

NOVEL

Lennie begged, "Le's do it now.

Le's get that place now."
"Sure, right now. I gotta. We

gotta."
And George raised the gun and steadied

it, and he brought the muzzle' of it close

to the back of Lennie's head. The hand
shook violently, but his face set and his

hand steadied. He pulled the trigger.
The crash of the shot rolled up the hills

and rolled down again. Lennie jarred,

and then settled slowly forward to the

sand, and he lay without quivering.

(p. 117)

Obviously,:the stage ending is much happier and clear cut, especially when you

consider that the novel contains another page of development following the

passage quoted above. The ending of the novel, Carlson's fatuous question,

"Now what the hell ya suppose is eatin' them two guys," may have been too

puzzling for a theater audience which had missed many of the indirect comments

presented in the novel form.

On the whole,seach version fills a particular need. People leaving the

theater have had everything fairly well spelled out for them and don't have

to worry about the futur4. Readers must still wonder when people like Carlson

will care, what George will do, and whether Lennie did "see" their place.
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Writing. Assignment:

Group I
\ .

Write a 400-700 word theme comparing the two forms of Of Mice and Men and \

stressing which one does a better job of delivering a message of social

consciousness. Underline your thesis satement and Circ1,0 the controlling

word.

Group II

Write a 400-600 word theme stating the message Steinbeck is getting across
in both the novel and the play forms' of Of Mice and Men. Support your statement

by including specific passages stating the message. Underline your thesis

statement and the controlling word.
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ASSIGNMENT VIII

Reading Assignment: To Kill a Mockingbird

The last book we will study is To Kill a ripAIRatiEci, a 1960 novel which

deals with several social problems--growing up, the status of the Negro in the

South, and small-town attitudes toWard "differene' people. Because we are

concerned with social consciousness, we mill skim over the growing-up aspect

of the novel by mentioning that Scout, Jem, and Dill experience situations

which are considered routine'in the maturation process. Miss Lee expresses

the simple experiences in an often-charming manner and the unique experiences

in a tense, exciting manner.

Any novel dealing with the Negro in the South "should take a stand. Either

the dark-skinned people are people or they are niggers in'the worst sense of

the word. If you have been in the South, or just about anywhere else, if you

are "aware," you have seen prejudice. Almost daily in the South ihe situation

betters, but giving Negroes access to drinking fountains, rest rooms, and

seats in the front of the bus does not end pre4udice. For generations of

Southerners who know nothing but hatred ard distaste for Negroes, only the

passing of another generation can ameliorate the prejudice.

Two characters in To Kill a Mockingbird have a problem. Tom Robinson's

problem is obvious: he's a Negro accused of raping a white girl. Atticus

Finch's problem is equally obvious: he's a white lawyer "going against his

raising" and defending a nigger. It is interesting to note that Miss Lee

places both men in physical danger: Tom from the law and Atticus from a group

of disgruntled citizens. The reader senses that the equanimity of Atticus

will suffice but that the honesty and worth of Tom will not be allowed to

suffice because of his color.

A good starting point for our analysis of the situation in Maycomb is

the attitude toward black people. ' As early as p. 15 we see how the sheriff

feels when he doesn't have the heart to put.Boo Radley, who had just driven

the scissors into his father's leg, "in jail alongside Negroes." Later Miss

Lee describes the Maycomb jail as a "miniature Gothic joke" or a "Victorian

privy" and says "no stranger would ever suspect that it was full of niggers."

(pp. 152-153) Apparently, white lawbreakers always received bench paroles.

Mr. Gilmer, the prosecuting attorney, insultingly addresses Tom as .boy or

buck. Even.the innocence of.youth has been prejudiced, as we see in Scout's

comment, "after all he's just a Negro." (p. 201)
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Next, let's examine the attitude toward another social phenomenon, the

Ewell family. Early in the novelAtticus says that common folk must obey the

law, but the Ewells are members of an exclusive society, for which the law

is bent. (p. 35) Miss Lee mentions that in a town the size of Maycomb there

is always a family like the Ewells, living "as guests of the county in prosper-

ity well as in the depths of a'depression." (p. 172) The Ewells are what

some people would call "poor white tragh and interestingly, enough they live

behind the town garbage dump in what'was once a Negro cabin. The dtlunken,

haughty Robert E. Lee Ewell is the "provider" for this family and a man who

can feel superior toward the only people in a lower social position than he:

"Jedge, I've asked this county for fifteen years to clean out that [nigger]

nest down yonder, they're dangerous to live around 'sides devaluin' my

property." (p. 177)

Mayella Violet Ewell is a nineteen-year-old "victim of cruel poverty and

ignorance,," according to Atticus. (p. 206) To Scout, she "must have:been

the loneliest person in the world. She was even lonelier than Boo Radley."

(p. 194) The whites wouldn't have anything to do 'with her because she lived

among pigs, and blacks wouldn't have anything to do with her because she was

White. No wonder the Ewells were resentful whet. "Maycomb gave them Christmas

baskets, welfare money, and the back of its hand." (p. 194) In Maycomb,

prejudice is not restridted to color: it can be broadened to include poor

white trash.

Tom Robinson's trial as a whole is a formality.which.illustrates the time-

worn cliche, "We'll give you a fair trial and then we'll hang you." Atticua

knows that he will lose because he and other people fighting for the integrity

of the black yan in the South Were licked a hundred years before they started.

Atticus tells his.brother that the jury couldn't possibly-be expected to take

the word of a black over .that of a white. Mayella puts it in elemental'but

accurate terms: ,"Thát nigger yonder took advantage of me an' if you fine

fancy gentlemen'don't wanta do nothin' about it then.you're all yellow stinkin'

cowards, the lot of you." (p. 190) Miss Maudie gives the best explanation of

the whole situation. when she says,."Atticus Finch won't win, he can't win, but .

he's the only man in theSeparts who can keep a jury out so long a.case like

that. And I thought to myself; well, we're making a step--it's just a baby-

step, but it's a step." (pp. 218-219)

An interesting side light in To Kill a Mockingbird is the descriptAon.of

miscegnation, the intermarriage of.races. Just as the poor Mayella is not

wanted by either race, the mixed child doesn't belong anywhere either: Dolphus

Raymond, white father of children by a black woman, supposedly st4pped two of

his children up North because people wouldn't mind themso much up there. In

Scout and Jem's conversation about recognizing mixed children, Lee humorously

gets across the important social point that people will-be prejudiced against

mixed children even if'the children appear to be of one race. (p. 164)

Another sidelight is Boo Radley. Although Miss Lee is a little "preachy?'

in her treatment of Boo, she nonetheless makes a significant parallel between
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the unthinking prejudice of the children toward Boo and the calculated prejudice

of their elders against Tom Robinson and\Robert E. Lee Ewell.

Utilizing a readable style and an often-exciting narrative, Miss Lee has

pointedly, but inoffensively, criticized .he social bigotry of white against

black and rich against poor.

Writing Assignment:

Group I

Choose ONE of the following questions and discuss it in a theme of 500-

700 words. Underline your thesis statement\and ciCi.T.ithe controlling word..

J.

1. Which social situation is more lamentable: prejudice against Tom Robinson

or prejudice against Robert E. Lee Ewell? Why?

2. In what respect is Dill representative of a social problem which needs

improvement?

3: Critics have found fault with the superior intellect of Scout. Does

Harper Lee jur.,tify the precociousness of Scout, or Aoes it seem, to you, too

contrived?

Group II

Choose ONE of the following questions and discuss it in a theme of 500-

700 words. Underline your thesis statement andp.rcle)the controlling word.

1. Is there any moral that Harper Lee is trying to get across by telling the

story of Boo Radley? What is it?

2. Is the title To Kill a Mockingbird in any way related to the social-

consciousness message delivered by the author?

3. The existence of apathetic social situation has killed one man (Tom

Robinson) and labelled another man (Atticus Finch) a "nigger lover." From

what has happened in the book, do you think that the community has made any

'steps toward the awakening of social_conaciousness for the black people (in

general, mit Teim.in particular)?
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ASSIGNMENT IX

Reading Assignment: three reviews of To" Kill a Mockingbird

.
Thus far in this module you have read fonr novels and one drama which deal

With the authors' attempts to present in dramatic form a social situation which

needs,concern and solution.

Upton Sinclair (The Jungle) saw the.evils of Pckingeown, U.S.A., and

reported them to a nation which about the same time was shocked into action by

.

the embalmed beef scandal of the Spanish-American War. The passage of the

Federal Food and Drugs and the Meat Inspection Acts in 1906 can be rlargely at-

tributed to tne crusading of Sinclair. c

With Steinbeck's work .(The Grapes of Wrath and Of Mice and Men), it is .

less easy to see immediate, specific social action and reform. Most of us would

agree, however, that'informing the public about lamentable,, unjusi situations

always inspires a few humanitarians tol?.ction.
. -

The social significance of Harper Lee's novel (To Kill a Mockingbird, 1960)

will be hard to pinpoint because her message is of the soft-sell variety.

Militant blacks telling Miss Lee's story would be less allegorical and more

blatantly assertive about Ole.injustice to their fellows in the South. Of the

literally hundreds of books about the social status of American Negroes in

recent history, I chose To Kill a Mockingbird for two reasons. First, it is

unimpassioned in its m wrongs of society to Tom Robinson, Boo Radley,es";4e-Tille

and the twells are obvious, but the author does not suggest a forceful upheaval

with.ensuing violence and death. Second, it has stood the test of time. In

addition to winning the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction in '1961, it has been a best

seller translated into ten foreign languages. (In the popular.movie version,

Gregory Peck plays the role of Atticus Finch.) More people have been exposed

to Miss Lee's ideas than to other works which consider the racial situation.

For your last assignment in the social consciousness module, you will read

three reviews of To Kill a Mockingbird. Theoretically, all readers are

reviewers. Most-of us review a book by saying, "Yeah, it was good." "Not bad."

"I'ye read better.". "Lousy." Were We to put our review in writing, however, we

would have to make it more precise in terms of both language and criticism.

You have just readjliss Lee's book: you are at tne same starting point as a

professional reviewer.. The reviewer has the double advantage of a better

background and more writing experience, but your intelligent views about the

book, barring the necessity for any special background knowledge, should be as

significant as his, even though yours may be less incisive.'
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As you read each review, try to see if the reviewer is doing his job.

Most libraries contain books about how to review books, but as you 1.7211 know,

the helpful guidelineg an experienced writer sets up are only as valuable as

the reader's ability to understand and use them. Ask yourself if the reviewer

.answers these four important questions about the book:

1. What is the author trying to do?
2. How does he do it?

3. How well does he do it?

4. Was it worth doing?

i
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SUMMER READING

By<-Phoebe Adams

-

7

Copyright- (C) 1960, by The AtlantieMon\th1y Comiiany, BostOn, Mass. Reprinted
, with permission. .43 \
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CHILDREN PLAY.1 ADtiLtS BETRAY

By HardingLemay.

cso

In her first'novel, "Tq Kill a Mockingbird,", Harper Le(ii makes a valiant

attempt to Combine two dominant themes of contemPOiOry Soutternfictionthe
recollection of childhood.aMong village eccentrics and the pirit-cor'ioding

Shame of the civilized white Southerner'in the'treatment of' the Negro. IOler
attempt fails to produce a'novel-of stature, dr e:lien of.original

oes provide-an exercise in easy, gracefulwriting and som genuinely moving

and mildly humorous excursions into the transient world of childhood.

Set:during'the depression, the story is recalled from the distance of

maturity by jean Louigie ("Scout") Finch,- whose widowed-fa1ther, Atticus, was 4

civilized,.tolerant lawyer in'a.backwaro:Alabama tOwn. An oldei brother, Jem,

and a summer:visitor from Mississippi, Dill share Scout's adventures and specu-

lations among figures not tOtally unfamiliar to readers 1:if CarSon McCullers,

Eudora Welty, and Truman Cipote. The three children, supervised by an.intel- .

ligent, verceptive Negro housekeeper, Calpurniaplay their games of test and
dare with ill-tempered old ladies, buzzing village ,gossips,/and,.post especially,

with the mysterious occupant Of. the house next door.wholhaS never b'een-seen -1

outsidesince his father locked him up over0fifteen ye. rs'earlier. It is

through Boo"Radley whose.invisible presence tantalizes7 the. children, that Miss.

Lee builds the mdst effective part of her ,novel: an eXploration of the caution

and curiosity between which active children expendyeir energies and imaginations.
. ,

.

.
.

i' In the second half of the novel; Atticus defends.a Negro accused of raping

alWhite girl]. The children add't0 their more,innocent iames that of watching
So4thern court in 'action. .They bing to,the complexities of legal argument
the same luminous faith in justice that sweeps through their gaMds, and they
watch, with disMay and pain, as the adult world.betrays them.. And ere, per aps
because we haveinot been sufficiently Prepared for the darkness and the shadows,
the book.loses-Strength and seems contrived. For everything happens as we might

ekpect. 'The children are stained with terror and the knowledge of unreasoning
hatreds but gain in insight and incompassion, and the author, deliberately

Using Atticus and an-elderly widow' as mouthpieces, makes her-points about the
place of civilized man in'the modern South.-

the two themes Miss Lee interwedves-throughout tihe novel emerge as enemies

of each other. The charm and wistful huMor of the childhood recollections do
not foreshadow the deeper', harsher note which pevades the laterTages of the

-Reprinted from the New Yoik Herald Tribune BoolC,Review, July 10, 1960.,

\
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j)dok: The
c.ommunity.

eccentric,
two worlds
decency of.

a.

t.

.Negro, the po0 white girl,who.Victimizes.him, and the wretched

spirit that'defeats him, never...rise in Ofinition .to matcp the,

Vagrant, And appealing characters With:whiCh:the story (*ens.' The'

remain solitary in spite of. Miss<Lee's.grace of writing and honorable

. I
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ONE TAXI-TOWN

By Frank H. Lye)].

Copyright (C) 1960 by The Nei: York Times Company. Reprinted by permission

of the author. Mr. Lyell is a member of the English Department at-the University

of Texas.
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Uriting Assignment:

It is now time for,the final examination. The best preparation you can

make is to review\each selection we have read in terms of what message of

social consciousness is delivered, how it is delivered, and how significant

the message is.

\

The question you will answer will be generally stated, but your grade

will depend on how'well you give a logical, supported, specific answer. Feel

free to use any notes\or texts you wish.

,Good luck! ;
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Afterword

A module limited to ¼ unit credit can only skim the surface of a partic-

ular facet of literature. For those students interested in a more complete

sampling of books dealing with social consciousness, I recommend the following:

Title Author

McTeague

Sister Carrie

Main Street

Babbitt

The 42nd Parallel

The Sun Also Rises

The Great Gatsby

A _Separate Peace

Frank Norris

Theodore Dreiser.

Sinclair Lewis

Sinclair Lewis

John Dos Passos

Ernest Hemingway

F. Scott Fitzgerald

John Knowles

This additional sampling in conjunction with the novels you read for this

module will give you a more complete view of some of the social situations in

twentieth century America which authors have felt compelled to bring to public

attention.
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